Inhibition by caffeine of post-replication repair in Chinese hamster cells treated with cis platinum (II) Diamminedichloride: the extent of platinum binding to template DNA in relation to the size of low molecular weight nascent DNA.
Treatment of Chinese hamster lung V79-379A cells with the anti-tumour agent cis platinum (II) diamminedichloride, (cis Pt(II)), resulted in an immediate recuction in the rate of DNA synthesis. Sedimentation of newly synthesised DNA through alkaline sucrose gradients revealed it to be approximately the same size as that obtained from untreated cells. In contrast, in the presence of 0.75 mM caffeine, the rate of DNA synthesis rapidly returned to control levels, although sedimentation analysis showed the DNA synthesised in cis Pt(II)-treated cells to be of lower molecular weight than in untreated cells. The reduction in molecular weight was directly proportional to the initial dose of the platinum compound. Furthermore, the results of separate binding studies suggested that at several levels of reaction the new DNA was synthesised up to a size approximately equal to the interplatinum distance in the template strand. This has been interpreted as being the result of the formation of a gap in the daughter DNA strand opposite every DNA-platinum product in the template strand. If caffeine was removed from the culture medium, there was a rapid increase in the molecular weight of the nascent DNA strands. However, if caffeine remained in the medium, the DNA remained of lower molecular weight than in untreated cells. It is proposed that this effect of caffeine is the result of the inhibition of a post-replicative DNA repair process which allows the eventual synthesis of a continuous DNA strand on a template containing unexcised lesions. It is further proposed that inhibition of this post-replicative DNA repair process provides a molecular basis for the previously observed potentiation by caffeine of cis Pt(II)-induced chromosomal aberrations and lethality.